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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which EFI utility prepares a hard drive for an installation of
Microsoft Windows Server 2003 Enterprise Edition?
A. cleanpart.efi
B. checkdisk.efi
C. format.efi
D. diskpart.efi
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
CORRECT TEXT
database _________
suffix "cn=users,dc=testcorp,dc=com"
subordinate
rebind-as-user
uri "ldap: //dc1.testcorp.com/"
chase-referrals yes
Answer:
Explanation:
LDAP, ldap

NEW QUESTION: 3
For this question, refer to the Mountkirk Games case study. You
are in charge of the new Game Backend Platform architecture.
The game communicates with the backend over a REST API.
You want to follow Google-recommended practices. How should you
design the backend?
A. Create an instance template for the backend. For every
region, deploy it on a multi-zone managed instance group. Use
an L4 load balancer.
B. Create an instance template for the backend. For every
region, deploy it on a multi-zone managed instance group. Use
an L7 load balancer.
C. Create an instance template for the backend. For every
region, deploy it on a single-zone managed instance group. Use
an L4 load balancer.
D. Create an instance template for the backend. For every
region, deploy it on a single-zone managed instance group. Use
an L7 load balancer.
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation
https://cloud.google.com/solutions/gaming/cloud-game-infrastruc
ture#dedicated_game_server

NEW QUESTION: 4
What is one characteristic of a spanning tree edge port on an
ArubaOS switch?
A. The port ignores incoming BPDUs
B. The port connects to a switch that runs MSTP but in a
different region.
C. The port only forwards traffic in VLANs assigned to the
instance 0 (IST).
D. The port link state does not affect the RSTP topology.
Answer: B
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